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Abstract: Chinese capital is expanding globally, having involved the sports industry; dazzling oversea mergers and 

acquisitions of professional football clubs by Chinese capital is its outstanding performance. Oversea mergers and 

acquisitions have various risks; the best solution is to set dispute resolution clauses, especially arbitration clauses, so 

as to realize comprehensive prevention and control of the ends of risks. The setting of arbitration clauses is the ap-

plication of arbitration institutions, seats of arbitration and arbitration laws, as well as the combinations of core ele-

ments such as validity of arbitral awards. In order to maximize the interests of Chinese acquirers, arbitration clauses 

drafted can be sorted into good, neutral and bad clauses. The good clauses are clauses in favor of Chinese acquirers; 

the neutral clauses are neutral; the bad clauses are clauses in favor of the opposite parties. Dispute resolution clauses 

tend to trigger secondary disputes easily; in the process of oversea mergers and acquisitions of professional football 

clubs, Chinese acquirers must rely heavily on and cleverly use dispute resolution clauses, which is also the dialectics 

for the sports area to gradually become an area of good governance. 
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